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SUMMARY 
In this short note we propose a definition of the isotropic cone related to a semisimple symmetric 
space and derive a Plancherel formula for this cone. 
1. THE ISOTROPIC CONE 
Let Q denote the quadratic form given by 
Q(x)= -xf- -.- -x;+x;+,+ -a- +x;+~ 
and let 007, q) be the orthogonal group of Q. Let C be the so-called isotropic 
cone C= {xe iRp+q : Q(x) = o, x # 0). G = O(p, q) acts transitively on C and, 
actually, there exist closed subgroups M and N of O(p,q), A4 normalising N, 
so that C is isomorphic to G/MN. We are interested in a Plancherel formula 
for G/MN. We put everything in the more general context of symmetric spaces 
and restrict to connected groups G. Special spaces of ‘horocycles’ with compact 
M have been studied before by Helgason in the framework of Riemannian 
symmetric spaces [3]. For our example this reduces however to the cases p = 1, 
q> 1. 
So let g be a semisimple non-compact real Lie algebra, o an involutive auto- 
morphism of g. We denote the complexification of g by g, and the extension 
of cr from g to g, by o again. h (h,) is the subalgebra of fixed points of 0 in 
g (g,). Let q (qc) be the - 1 eigenspace of TV in g (gJ. Then 
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Choose a Cartan involution t9 of g, commuting with o. Let r9 also denote the 
extension to the complexification gc of g. Let g = f @@, gc = &OS, be the de- 
composition of g (g,) into + 1 and - 1 eigenspaces of 8. 
Let G, be a simply connected complex Lie group with Lie algebra g, and G 
the real analytic subgroup of G, with Lie algebra g. G has finite centre. We lift 
cr and t!J to G, and use the same letters. Then G is O- and d-invariant. 
Let G,C G be the group of fixed points of 0. Similarly G8. K= G,, is con- 
nected and compact. Let H, be the analytic subgroup of G, with Lie algebra 
br Gc,, is the fixed point group of o in G,. G,, is connected, so G,, = H,. 
G, has finitely many connected components and is d-stable. We put H= G,. 
Let ( , > be the Killing form of g and define an innerproduct ( , )rs on g by 
0, Y>ti= - (x, a). 
Let a be a maximal abelian subspace of q tl~. Call d = d (g, a) the root system 
of g with respect to a, d + a positive subsystem, 
e=+ C maa, 
aEA+ 
where m, = dim g,, ga being the root space corresponding to a. 
Put 
n= C ga, ii= C g-.=IP(n)=o(n). 
aEd+ Clod+ 
Let m={xego: (&a)=O), p=m@a@n.] 
m is a t9- and a-stable reductive subalgebra of g and m fl d n q = (0). p is a 
parabolic subalgebra of g but the above decomposition is in general not the 
Langlands decomposition. Let N, N, A and MO be the analytic subgroups of 
G corresponding to n, ti, a and m respectively. Let ab be a maximal abelian 
subalgebra of m f7 d C h and a, = ab @ a. Then a, is a o-stable maximal abelian 
subspace of Q and a,nh=ar,. Put F=Knexp (i a,,,) and M=F~Mo. Then Mis 
a closed, reductive subgroup of G, Z&a) =M.A. Put P=MAN. P is a 
parabolic subgroup of G, G = K- P, M/Ml H is a compact symmetric space. 
A good analogue of the isotropic cone is G/M-l He N. In the above example 
MflH=M (see [2] for full details), but in general this is not the case. To 
motivate our choice, we include the following additional example. 
EXAMPLE. g=sl(n+l,IR), l)=gl(n,lR), nr2. 
Let g = sl(n + 1, IR) and let o be defined by o x = JxJ where J is the matrix 
given by diag (- 1, 1, . . . . 1). 
Then l) =s(gl(l, R)@g@z, R)). Choose t9 such that 19 x= - ‘x. Then f = 
=so(n+ l,lR), r9a=ar9. G,=SL(n+ l,C), G=SL(n+ l,lR), H=S(GL(l,D?) 
x G&z, IR)) and K = SG(n + 1, IT?). a is one-dimensional and can be chosen in 
such a way that it is generated by 
0 1 
L= 1 0 [ I Emq. 0 
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m is contained in h in this case: 
A= 
0 cl 
cos ht sin ht 
sin ht cos ht 
1 
0 
: telR 1 
l+NAq)+P -HP94)-P ‘p 
N= HP,q)+P l-&Ad-P tp 4 -4 h-1 
M= + ldet h/x 0 
0 h 1 : hcGL(n-1,R) 1 
where 1 0 
*= 0 1 [  
(and then det h >O), or 0 1 
*= 1 0 [ 1 
(and then det h<O) (cf. [4]). Notice that MfW#M. Denote by M&R) the 
space of real n x n matrices. G acts on M,(R) by conjugation. The manifold 
X= {xEM,(IR) : rank x= tr x= l> is invariant under this action, and G acts 
transitively on X. Let x0 be the element of X, given by 
*O= 1 L 1 0 * 
Then the stabiliser of x0 in G is precisely H. 
Put C= {xEM,(R) : tr x=0, rank x= 1). G acts transitively on C. Let to be 
given by 
1 -1 
+1-l , L 1 0 
Then to E C and the stabiliser of co in G is MnN. N, so C can be identified 
with G/MfIN. N. For more details we refer to [4]. Finally observe that 
dim G/MfIN~N=dim G/H, which is also true in the general case. 
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2. A PLANCHEREL FORMULA FOR G/Mrl H.N 
Let f be a function in D(G). For any g E G we write g = kman with keK, 
m E: M, a EA and n EN. Then a is unique. We shall write a = a(g). 
Put 
F(g) = a(g)@ j f(gn)dn and Fg(m) = F(gm) (g E G, m EM). 
N 
Then Fg is a function in D(M). 
Call 8 the set of equivalence classes of finite-dimensional irreducible unitary 
representations of M with a MnH-fixed vector. For r~ 6 let 9, denote 
the associated spherical function and d, the degree of 7. Then we have the 
following formula 
(1) 
Put 
,,I,, N f (mn)dmdn = ,F8 4 1 ~eWO@Sm)dm. 
GM = j Fgb9@,0Wm (ge G). 
M 
The function G is C” and has compact support modulo Mfl He N. Restriction 
of G to A gives 
G(e) = 5 ( j G(MWWx 
,d A 
Put 
( cr, x, f > = j j j aef(manM,(m)R(a)dmdadn cfe D(G)). 
M A N 
Then we have the following Plancherel formula by (1) & (2) 
Observe that csX is positive-definite (due to the factor a(g)@). It is the repro- 
ducing distribution of the unitary representation 
n 7,x= Ind 7@x@l, 
MANtG 
which is irreducible for 7 fixed, for all regular x according to Bruhat [l]. 
Let W be the Weyl group of A, W= N&4)/Z,(A). 
Then xc,, x and G, wx have the same distribution character [5]. Moreover, by 
a result of Olafsson [6], wr‘~ I. If rr5x is irreducible, then nw7, wx is and the 
representations are equivalent. For regular x we have however csx # c,, wx 
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because of the homogeneity in the A-variable. So (G, MfIH~N) is not a 
generalised Gelfand pair. Observe that {C,, ,,,x)we w is a linearly independent 
set of distributions for regular x. 
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